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ABSTRACT 

Named Entity Recognition (NER) plays an important role in many Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications 
such as; Information Extraction (IE), Question Answering (QA), Text Clustering, Text Summarization and Word Sense 
Disambiguation. This paper presents the development and implementation of domain independent system to recognize 
three types of Arabic named entities. The system works based on a set of domain independent grammar-rules along with 
Arabic part of speech tagger in addition to gazetteers and lists of trigger words. The experimental results shown, that the 
system performed as good as other systems with better results in some cases of cross-domains corpora. 

Keywords: Arabic Natural Language Processing, Named Entity Recognition, Rule Based Approach, Information 
Extraction, Text Processing. 

1. INTRODUCTION
The term Named Entity (NE) was introduced in the sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6) [1]. In (MUC-6), 
the NER consists of three subtypes, Entity Name Expression (ENAMEX) for the proper names, Time Expression 
(TIMEX) for temporal expressions of time and dates and Numeric Expression (NUMEX) for numeric expressions of 
percentage, height, monetary expressions, etc. This work focuses on ENAMEX as it’s for person, location and 
organization names.Named Entity Recognition (NER) plays an important role in many Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) applications such as; Information Extraction (IE), Question Answering (QA), Text Clustering, Text
Summarization and Word Sense Disambiguation.NER involves two tasks. The first is the ability to detect the boundary 
of the named entities from the context. This involves correctly identifying the start and the end tokens for each named 
entity phrase. The second is the classification of identified names into a set of predefined classes, such as person names, 
locations and organizations [2]. 

Rule-based is on of the approaches that are used to recognize NEs such as person names, location names and 
organization name. It consists of a set of grammar-rules and predefined lists such as gazetteers and trigger words. Based 
on the comprehensiveness of trigger words and rules rule-based technique can be used to identify NEs in specific domain 
or in any domain. In this study, we introduce 15 domain independent rules for recognizing person names, location names 
and organization names in Arabic text. The trigger words are collected from different resources and domains.   

A large number of researches have done to tackle NER in different languages. For the Arabic Language only a few of 
research have focused on it. The complex morphology of Arabic language makes NER a very challenging task. The 
Arabic language has its unique features and some of the inherent similarities between Arabic and other Semitic
languages. 

2. CHALLENGES OF ARABIC NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION
The Arabic language considered as one of the highly inflectional languages: Most of single words in Arabic language 
have more than one affixes such as (Word = prefix (es) + lemma + suffix (es)) [3]. The prefixes include articles, 
conjunctions or prepositions etc. Lemma refers to the grammatical morpheme of the word. The suffixes include
possessive or subjective pronouns, etc. The following example shows a complicated inflection of Arabic word in the 
word “(ووسيیكتبونهھا)” which means “(and they will write it)”; the general form of this world would be “ + وو
 ”سس+يي+كتب+وونن+هھھھا
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Absence of capital letters in the Arabic orthography: capitalization of the first letter in languages like English, indicating 
that a word is a proper name. But in the Arabic language, the capital letters are not supported and thus it is hard to detect 
the NEs [4]. In addition, plenty of person names can also be used as adjective such as: “(Beautiful) جميیلة”, “(Kind) كريیم” 
and “(Good) [5] “ صالح.Orthographic with diacritics helps in decrease the ambiguity in Arabic text and the absence of 
diacritics increases the ambiguity. Diacritics give different meaning to the same word in different context. 

There is no standard in writing styles for non-Arabic names translated text. The lack of standardization leads to a proper 
name may receives different spellings while still corresponds to the same person, organization, or place. A person name 
like “Jessica” may be translated to Arabic text as: “,جسكا, جيیسيیكا جاسيیكا, جسيیكا or جاسكا” while presenting the same 
person. Moreover the lack of linguistic resources such as annotated corpora still represents a challenge for Arabic NER 
[6]. 

3. RELATED WORK 
Most of Arabic named entity recognition systems were developed based on rule-based approach. Unfortunately, they 
used a domain dependent grammar rules. Also, they focus on recognizing person names. There is little attention given to 
recognize location and organization names. In this section, we present the most related works on Arabic named entity 
recognition that used rule-based approach. 

Abuleil employs a methodology for extracting names from Arabic text using handwritten rules and trigger words, then 
build a database to store extracted names next to their classification. This procedure passes through three main steps: 
first: marking the phrases that might involve names, second: collecting information about the words in these phrases and 
building a graph to represent among them, third: applying rules to recognize and classify the names after that storing 
names and classes in a database. They collected 500 articles from the Al-Raya newspaper for evaluation. The system 
accuracy was measured in terms of precision as follow for person 90.4%, for location 93% and for organization 92.3% 
[7]. 

A parallel corpora (Spanish and Arabic) with Spanish NE tagger used by Samy et al. to recognize Arabic names. A 
simple mapping scheme has been used to transliterate Arabic text and those words that matched NEs in Spanish text will 
return as NEs in Arabic. They used a limited size parallel corpus, with 1200 sentence pairs. The output of the NE tagger 
for each pair compared with the manually annotated gold standard set. They applied a stop word filter to discard the stop 
words from the possible transliterated candidates. After applying filtering mechanism, their system precision improved 
from 84% to 90% [8]. 

PERA is a system developed by Shaalan and Raza for person named entity recognition. The main components of their 
system were a lexicon in form of gazetteer name lists and grammar rules in form of regular. A filtering mechanism was 
employed within the grammar application, which helps in rejecting matches that appear after person titles but are invalid 
person names. They have evaluated the performance of their system using semi-automated tagged corpus. The precision 
was 85.5% and 89% for the recall [9]. 
Elsebai collected lists of keywords to identify phrases that may include person names. The main component of their 
approach is the Arabic Morphological Analyzer (BAMA) used for stemming words. He utilized General Architecture for 
Text Engineering (GATE) Environment, General Architecture for Text Engineering to apply some natural langue 
processing tasks such as sentence splitter, tokenization, part-of-speech (POS) tagger and finite state transducer [10]. A 
set of  heuristic rules was introduced to recognize only one type of named entity types: the person name. The formulation 
of rules depends on the position of words exist in predefined lists and other surrounded words. Introductory Verb List 
(IVL) and Introductory Word List (IWL) were used. Evaluation corpus consists of 700 articles collected from Al Jazeera 
website. This system achieved an acceptable f-measure score equal to 89%. [11]. 

A multilingual NER system was adapted by Zaghouani to handle Arabic using language-independent rules. The 
recognition of person, location and organization NEs composed of three stages. First, preprocess of Arabic morphology. 
Second, identify and recognize known NEs. Third, deploy local grammars to recognize unknown NEs. AnerCorp was 
used for system evaluation. It consists of 316 articles collected from different online news by Benajiba. The overall 
performance was 73.39% for precision, 62.13% for recall and 67.13 for f-measure [12]. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 
In order to make the system domain independent, the researchers divide the process of recognition into several stages 
and employ different resources. The key stages are: Pre-processing, Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging, NER annotation and 
grammar rules. Figure 1shows the system architecture. And how the Arabic text passes through the main components of 
the system.  

 
Figure 1. NER System Architecture. 
 

4.1 Pre-processing 

Normalization takes place after removing punctuations, diacritics and stop words from the text. We used diacritics 
removal, punctuations removal and Arabic normalizer provided by AraNLP library for text preprocessing. AraNLP 
developed by Maha Althobiati [13]. Khosrow described stop words as “words having no significant semantic relation to 
the context in which they exist” [14]. We constructed a list of most frequent stop words that occurred in the selected 
corpus. It contains prepositions, conjunction, punctuation marks and numbers. Examples of Arabic stop words are: “(In) 
هھھھي\هھھھو (she/he)“ ,”في ” and “(which) االذيي”. 

4.2 POS Tagging 

The task of this stage is to tokenize the normalized text then each token will be tagged based on its features. The tagger 
used here was developed by Stanford University. Stanford POS tagger is used for tokenization and POS tagging [15]. 
Words in the text are tagged using the Penn Treebank tag set. Stanford POS tagger exploited maximum entropy methods 
for the assignment of Penn Treebank tag set. Maximum entropy approach allows the inclusion of diverse sources of 
information without necessarily assuming independence between the predictors and without causing fragmentation. The 
best-published accuracy for the tagger on the Penn Treebank is 96.86% overall and 86.91% on unknown words. An 
example of Arabic text tagged by Stanford POS tagger: 

  /NNP سعودد /VBDآآلل /NPPعبداالعزيیز /NNP بن  /NNPسلمانن /DTNNاالملك

The system relies mainly on the output of this stage since all recognition rules formulated to deal with its output. 
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4.3 NER Annotation 

This stage concerned only with words tagged as proper noun. The aim is to extract and identify named entities based on 
their POS tags and the gazetteers of Arabic names for person, location and organization. Here a lookup procedure for 
NEs in the gazetteers is done for NEs annotation. The gazetteers used here developed by Binajiba [16].  

ANERgazet were manually built by Benajiba from various web resources: 

• Location Gazetteer: it consists of 1,950 names of countries, cities, rivers and mountains found in the Arabic version of 
Wikipedia. 

• Person Gazetteer:  it contains of 2,309 person names .The names divided into first names and last names. 

• Organizations Gazetteer: it consists of 262 names belong to companies, football teams and other organizations. 

All proper nouns, which are not classified by the gazetteers, will be posted to the following stage for processing. 

 

4.4 Grammar Rules 

This stage is designed to process any proper noun not been resolved by previous stages. A set of domain independent 
rules is used to extract and classify them into one of the three types of NEs. The set of rules formulated based on analysis 
of documents from Wikipedia and newspapers articles to identify probable positions of NEs in Arabic text. Each rule 
describes pattern to match NEs in a given text. Patterns are designed using Regular Expressions [18]. In Arabic sentence 
person name may preceded by introductory or trigger words such as person titles like “(Dr.) االدكتورر” and “(Mr.) االسيید” or 
verbs such as “(said) قالل”, “(Announced) ااعلن”. Location and organization names could be in different positions in 
Arabic text and have indicators such as “(university) جامعة” or “(city) مديینة”. Lists of trigger words have been collect for 
the three types of NEs (person, location and organization) from different domains. Trigger words lists are 
(Person_Trigger_Verbs),(Person_Trigger_Words),(Organization_Preceding_Word),(Organization_Following_Word),(L
ocation_Trigger_Words) and (Direction_Trigger_Words). There are 15 domain independent rules for the three types of 
NEs. Organization rules are examined first then location rules and finally person rules. An organization name may 
contain person name or location name that is why organization rules applied first. Rules for each type of NEs created 
from less generalization patterns to more generalization patterns. This mechanism ensures that NEs extracted with 
correct boundaries. And as a result achieve more comprehensive NEs recognition. Examples of some NEs recognition 
rules are provided next. 

 
Examples of person name recognition rules: 

((Person_Trigger_Word) (/[A-Z]))+ ws Person_Name(/NNP|/DTNNP)) 

By this rule person name can be recognized if it is preceded by person trigger word like ” (doctor) 
(professor)“,”االدكتورر االبرووفسورر  ”, “(scientist االعالم (  ”and ” (king) االملك”. An example “االملك سلمانن بن عبداالعزيیز (King salman 
bin Abdulaziz)” 

((Person_Trigger_Word(/[A-Z])+ws)+(Person_Ajectives | (conjection + Country_Name) (/ [A-Z])  +ws) + 

Person_Name (/NNP|DTNNP)) 

By this rule, person name can be recognized, when the person trigger word separated from the person name .The 
words between them either one or more adjective, or the conjunction and country name. An example for this rule  

اائريي عبداالعزيیز بوتفليیقهھ االرئيیس االجز (Algerian President Abdualaziz Bouteflika). 

Examples of location name recognition rules: 

(( Direction_Indicator  (/ [A-Z]) ) +ws+ Location_Name (/NNP|/DTNNP) ) 
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This rule recognizes location name by direction indicators such as ” (North) شمالل”, “(West) غربب” and ” (South 
western) االجنوبب االغربي  ”. An example ” يیحد االمملكة من االجنوبب االيیمن   (Yemen boarded the Kingdome from south)”, 
“(Yemen) االيیمن”has been identified by the direction indicator word “(South) االجنوبب  ”  

(( Location_Trigger_Word (/ [A-Z])    + ws) + Location_Name (/NNP|DTNNP)) 

This rule recognizes location name if it preceded by location trigger word. Location trigger words like “(City) مديینة ”, 
“(Country) ددوولة    ”, “(Province) "محافظة    and” ( State) وواليیة  ”. An example عاصمة االمملكة االعربيیة االسعودديیة "ووهھھھيمديینة االريیاضض   
(Riyadh city is a capital city of Kingdome of Saudi Arabia )”, “(Riyadh) االريیاضض”has been identified because of the 
location trigger word ” (city)مديینة”. 

Examples of organization name recognition rules: 

 (Organization_Preceding_Word (/ [A-Z]) + ws + Organization _Name (/NNP|DTNNP)  + (ws +Organization_ 

Following _Word (/ [A-Z])    )?) 

This rule recognizes organization name by looking for words in the organization preceding words and organization 
following word lists. Organization indicators such as “(University) جامعة “, “(College) كليیة “, “(Company) شركة”, 
“(School) مدررسة   “and “(Ministry) ووززااررةة”. An example “(Microsoft Company) شركة مايیكرووسوفت   مايیكرووسوفت“ .”
(Microsoft)” detected because of”    (Company) شركة”.  

((Organization_Preceding_Word (/[A-Z]) + ws) +((Person_Trigger_Word (/ [A-Z]) ) ? +Person _Name 

(/NNP|DTNNP)) +( ws+ Organization_ Following _Word (/ [A-Z]) )?) 

This rule recognizes organization name, when a person name with its trigger word become part of organization 
name. This rule able to recognize “(King Faisal) االملك فيیصل” as organization name because it preceded by the word 
“(University) جامعة  ” in the example  King Faisal University created in) "ميیالدديي 1975تأسست جامعة االملك فيیصل في عامم   
1975)”. 

5. SYSTEM EVALUATION 
To prove the system portability cross-domains we test the system performance using corpora from different domains. We 
evaluate the system using “ANERCorp” which is a corpus developed by Benajiba from different online resources. It 
consists of 150,000 words along with their tags. ANERcorp is freely available and has become an ideal standard corpus 
for many Arabic NER research. In order to use ANERcorp corpus for system evaluation, we remove NER annotation 
from NEs and converted it to integrated raw text. NEs represent 11% of the whole ANERcorp. 

We also evaluate the system using a contemporary corpus developed by Alsuliti. This corpus is a raw text corpus 
prepared from websites of magazines and newspapers. It consists of deferent categories, more than 8000 words in some 
categories, identified by the language teachers and language engineers. Corpus categories include politics, health, science 
and education. In order to use this corpus we converted the articles from XML format to text file format to be more 
appropriate for research purpose. This corpus is un-annotated corpus therefore we manually annotated the three types of 
NEs (person, location, organization) for the evaluation process.  

The system performance is measured by: precision, recall, and f-measure. These measures are considered standard 
measures for NER systems [17].To compare the system output for each type of NEs with manually annotated NEs in the 
corpus we apply “exact- match evaluation”. In this scoring protocol, NE is correctly recognized if it exactly matched the 
corresponding NE in the corpus. NE is considered correctly recognized only if the classification is correct and all 
constituent parts of the NE are detected. 

6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
Our objective is to measure the quality of recognition rules and algorithm developed in this work to extract and identify 
NEs in Arabic text regardless the domain of text. Therefore, we used corpora from different domains to evaluate the 
performance of the system. The evaluation is done based on two experiments, as we will see in following sections.  
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6.1 Experiment 1 
In this experiment, we examined the system performance against other related works. Hence, we need to use the same 
corpus used by other’s work. Based on our survey we found that the “ANERcorp” corpus developed by Benajiba and 
Rosso had been used by several systems. Therefore, we chose “ANERcorp” to evaluate the system’s results with those 
performed by others’ such as ANERsys 2.0 ( Benajiba and Rosso), RENAR ( Zaghouani, ) and ( Maha Althobaiti ) .  

 

Table 1.  The Comparisons between Three Different Systems and Our System when Applied on ANERcorp Corpus 

Systems Person Location Organization 

 P R F P R F P R F 

 Zaghouani 
(RENAR) 71.2 54.2 61.5 90.2 85.2 87.6 58.8 47 52.2 

Benajiba   

( (ANERsys  2.0) 
56.3 48.6 52.1 91.7 82.2 86.7 48 45.0 46.4 

     Maha 
Althobaiti 

85.9 51.2 64.1 88 62.5 73.1 84.3 40.3 54.5 

Our System 80.7 52.2 63.4 93.2 85.4 89.1 75.4 45.2 56.5 

 

From Table 1 we can see that in the location name, our system outperforms the results of the other systems in terms of 
precision (93.2%), recall (85.4%) and f-measure (89.1%). This is a good indication for a careful lookup procedure. For 
person and organization names, our system ranked second with precision 80.7% and 75.4%, respectively. It becomes 
obvious that all tested systems have difficulties with person and organization types. Person NE type is the most 
challenging one for Arabic NER systems as some Arabic names have equal weights of probability to be person names, 
person adjective or place names. For example “(Salwa) سلوىى” in sentence like “(I went to Salwa) ذذهھھھبت االى سلوىى  ” may 
refers to person name or a city in Saudi Arabia. Therefore, most systems record a low score in precision for person 
names. ANERsys 2.0 and RENAR systems have achieved only 56.3% and 71.2% respectively. The only one peat our 
system in this type is Althobaiti system as it scores 85.9%. These results may refer to the complexity of the organization 
names in Arabic as it has many different structures. For instance, a sentence may start with a trigger word for a person 
name followed by another trigger word for organization then a list of words representing both the person name and the 
organization name. If we process a sentence like “مديیر جامعة االملك فيیصل يیوسف محمد االجنداانن (the president of king Faisal 
university Mohammad Yusif Aljendan)”, we will face a problem here as there are two types of names (person and 
organization) but there is no indication which words representing which type. This kind of sentences is partially 
recognized if no entry in the gazetteers can resolve this ambiguity.  

Although, our system obtained (56.5%) f-measure for organization NE, it is the highest among the other systems. In 
general, this experiment proves that the developed algorithm was strong enough to produce better results compared with 
other systems using the same testing tools. 
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6.2 Experiment 2 

This experiment designed to test the system performance cross-domains. We used a raw text corpus developed by 
Alsuliti to evaluate the system performance in two phases. In the first phase, we tagged Alsulieti corpus using Stanford 
POS tagger. As it is clear from Table 2, precision in the recognition of location NE is the highest (94.3%) among other 
types of NEs. The reason behind this is because most of the locations are found in the location gazetteer. Also, location 
names are less ambiguity compared with person or organization names. Organization NE is the second after location NE 
in term of precision (90%).  

 
Table 2. System Performance on Automatic POS tagging. 

 

NEs P R F 

Person 83.3 86.2 84.7 

Location 94.3 97.3 93.7 

Organization 91.5 90.7 91.1 

Overall 89.7 91.4 89.8 

 

Second phase, we manually tagged Alsulieti corpus with appropriate POS tags. The purpose of this phase is to be sure 
that all word assigned a correct POS tag.  

 

Table 3. System Performance on Manually POS tagging. 

 

NEs P R F 

        Person 90.9 86.2 88.5 

Location 96.2 97.3 95.6 

Organization 94.7 90.7 92.7 

Overall 93.9 91.4 92.3 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have presented our work on developing a domain independent Arabic NER. The main aim of this work is to use the 
rule-based approach for NEs recognition includes person, location and organization names in Arabic text. Our method 
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consists of three main steps: preprocessing, POS tagging and recognition algorithm. The method had been applied on 
two Arabic corpora from different domains. The evaluation method has been used to compute the performance metrics 
for each corpus. The experimental results have shown that the system performed better results in comparison with the 
other systems using the same testing methods and tools. It also proves the system probabilities cross-domains as it 
performed good results when it was tested against different domains. 

In future work, we intend to expand the used gazetteers and adding more predefined lists to improve system 
performance. We are also considering the possibility of using different machine-learning methods other than just rule-
based technique and how this will improve the overall performance of the system.  
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